
How to Blend Textures for Use in Battlempping with GIMP  by Julien Johnson

1) Using Layer Masking
2) Without Layer Masking

Using Layer Masking

This part explains the use of layer masking to achieve a seamless transition from one textured area to 
another using GIMP. I strongly suggest you check out jfrazierjr's [Award Winner] Explanation of Layer 
Masks in GIMP(and PS) first before continuing. After learning layer masking its self evident how to 
achieve the blending.

Step 1: Start of with a basic outline of shapes of areas you want to have textures  blend together. Make 
sure that the outline is black and white. Use the black area for transparency and white for opacity. For 
this tutorial I have a 1000x1000 image with a resolution of 100 ppi/dpi. With this general shape I'm 
gonna make a crossroad where  dirt roads meet and have the edge of the road blend in with my grass 
texture.

http://forum.cartographersguild.com/showthread.php?3143-Award-Winner-Explanation-of-Layer-Masks-in-GIMP(and-PS)
http://forum.cartographersguild.com/showthread.php?3143-Award-Winner-Explanation-of-Layer-Masks-in-GIMP(and-PS)


Step 2: Fill in entirely new layers for both the road and grass texture. Don't worry about the whole layer 
being filled in that's where the layer masking will come into play to setup the bounds of the area.



Step 3: Save your outline layer as a channel ( select the outside or grassy area and go Select -> Save To 
Channel) and apply the channel as a new layer mask on the grass layer ( Layer -> Mask -> Add Layer 
Mask, make sure your creating the mask from the channel you saved).



Step 4: Ensure you have the layer mask showing and set to be edited ( . Apply a linear blend along the 
edges of the road to achieve the following or something similar. After this is done simply deselect the 
editing and showing of the layer mask and your done.



Note: This is a simple introduction to the process using straight angled shapes. You can easily apply 
this to odd shapes as well and use a shaped blend (spherical, dimpled etc). If you are going to use a 
shaped blend you may have to play around with it a lot more  i.e. enlarging the image and cropping it 
back down to size to ensure the edges of the selection appear the way you want. Play around with this 
and have fun. 



Without Layer Masking

This method works just as good, only repercussion is any adjustments made to the layer itself may is 
permanent aside from undoing the change.

Step 1:  Setup the outline of area same as before but this time each area on separate layers.

Step 2: Add linear blends to edge of grass area to achieve something similar to shown image.



Step 3: Lock the layer's alpha channel on the layers window as shown and use the fill tool with the 
pattern you want to use and apply fill to area and gradient.

Step 4: Fill in road texture and your textures are now blended.


